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In spir at ion , M ot ivat ion al & Ou t st an din g St or ies
From city to city and coast to coast, our focus is FAMILY

Foster Adopt M entor in Investing in L ives of Youth
Youth News magazine is a way
to celebrate the good news of
youth. Youth News provides
fostered, adopted, kinship
cared and mentored youth with
real on-the-job training skills.
Youth are paid as they learn
how to produce this publication
for the general community.
Donations for ad space is how
we pay youth in training. The
"Dove" logo is a symbol we use
as a message of good news.
Our goal is to bring
Outstanding, Inspirational and
Motivational stories to
encourage people to open their
hearts and support youth.

Freelance Writers &
Cont ributors are needed.
Teen - Adult writers,
editors, sales,
photographers, and
marketing support is
needed. Youth News
highlights the
accomplishments of young
people near and far.
If you have a story and
want to share it with others,
please email us at:
admin@w halers-creat ion.us
Donations are accepted
www.whalers-creation.us
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Why Use Pronouns?
Hon est pr icin g n o.
Locally ow n ed an d gam es.
f am ily oper at ed f or 36 year s.

Sal es, Ser v i ce & I n st al l at i o n s
Yo u r b u si n ess i s o u r p l easu r e

w w w.u pr igh t gar agedoor .com
Bonded and Insured
(702) 564-7323
Lic # 046766

Words are a dominant part
of any language that help
us effectively
communicate and
intimately connect as
individuals. Being greeted,
or simply directed to,
comes with the use of
pronouns. Pronouns are
also used in every
interaction, which indicates
the importance of using
them correctly. Pronouns
often play as gender roles

that associate with a
specific individual. For
instance, ?he/ him?typically
refers to a man while
?she/ her?typically refers to
women. As time
progresses, we have
learned the associations
presented are not
completely accurate and
do not always correctly
represent the person being
directed to.
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Create a welcoming
culture, by presenting
yourself with your
preferred pronouns. If you
are unsure, it is never a bad
idea to ask. Consider
reviewing the graph
presented on page 5 to get
familiar with binary and
gender-neutral pronouns.

The ?norm?of
gender-binary pronouns is
not applicable to all. Due to
the expansion of
nomenclature in gender
roles and identities, the
?he?or ?she?binary
reference is not inclusive to
all identities. For example,
individuals may
self-identify as ?they/ them?
rather than ?she/ her?or
?he/ him?. It is vital to
5 respect a person?s

preferred pronouns
because, without them, the
individual might not feel
validated. Intentionally
using the wrong pronouns
not only disrupts comfort
but may also build distress
or alienation for the
targeted individual. The
best way to refer to
individuals correctly is to
ask, and never assume
based on appearance.

This helps promote the
inclusivity of transgender
and non-binary gender
individuals. In essence,
using appropriate
pronouns is a major step in
respecting an individual?s
identity and creating a
welcoming space for all
genders.

About Rebeca Garcia

Rebeca Garcia is a Mexican American writer. She is a dog mom to Nala
and Chewy and is currently obsessing over James Patterson?s thriller
series. In her free time, she writes in her blog, Crossing Borders. As a
social justice advocate, she voices testimonials aiming to spread racial
and cultural awareness
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Big 5
Back to School Health &
Wellness Tips
It?s time to return to school,
yet everything seems so
different. We used to know
when the school season
was coming back around,
now sometimes it's hard to
even tell what season we?re
currently in. Just before the
start of school, the days
would start turning into the
night at an earlier time,
there?d be a swift change in
the weather, the nights
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would get cooler, and we?d
need to wear a light jacket.
There would be carnivals all
around the world filled with
lots of commotion, laughter,
funnel cakes, and burgers.
Lastly, we would see
back-to-school
commercials on television.
Now, all we see and hear is
COVID-19 news. Schools
have recently reopened
with very strict precautions.

For example, in some
districts, everything
school-related is virtual.
On the other hand, some
districts split classes
between virtual and in
person. W hen students
and teachers go in-person,
they have to be screened
for symptoms that might
signal COVID-19.
Times are changing.
Nothing is the same
anymore. Change is good
for some people, but
change for others may
bring on worry, stress, and
anxiety. Currently, we must
take the steps needed to
make sure that our health
and wellness stay in
top-notch shape. W hen
you stress and worry, it
wreaks havoc on your
immune system. We need
our immune system more
than ever now, as our

immune system works in
our defense to fight off
anything that comes our
way to harm us, such as
COVID-19. As a current
nursing student, I can
attest to the fact that
school can and will bring
on tremendous amounts
of stress. Sometimes I
think I?m not stressed, and
then it sneaks up on me
and I begin to feel the
tension in my shoulders,
which for me, is a sign
from my body that I am
beginning to stress.
I want to be as helpful as
possible by providing five
tips on how to keep your
health and wellness in
good shape in the midst of
returning to school during
a pandemic.
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1. Recognize t he Signs

2. Find Your Peace ?

It?s important that you
know what your body does
when you?re stressed. As I
stated above, my
shoulders tense up when I
become stressed. Once I
notice when the stress
takes place, then I take a
look at what's stressing me
and I take a mini break or
search for ways that I can
do the task that is stressing
me differently. By
recognizing your stress
signals, you can better
prevent, or stop, the stress
before it prevails.

For me, cooking is very
therapeutic, meaning it?s
very relaxing for me. It?s like
a mini break from the
important things that I have
to do. W hen I?m cooking, I
have to prepare my food,
cook it, then eat it. And,
who doesn?t love food?
There are several
therapeutic measures that
you can take such as going
to the park, walking your
dog, dancing, reading a
book, or watching a good
television show. W hatever
it is that makes you happy,
do it!
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3. Eat Your Fruit &
Veget ables
Fruits and vegetables such
as oranges, pineapples,
lemons, and carrots all
have a high content of
Vitamin C, which is good
for the immune system.
Remember earlier when I
stated that the immune
system helps us fight off
bad invaders such as
COVID-19? Well, eating
fruits and vegetables high
in Vitamin C can help build,
protect, and support your
immune system so that it
can help fight off colds or
viruses that may come
your way. It?s so easy to
grab for a bad snack, but
remember the next time to
go for that orange or a
pack of carrots!

4. Drink Your Water!
Your body is made up of at
least 70 % water! Meaning
you are an ocean. Just
kidding, you're not exactly
an ocean, but you are filled
with water, and if you want
to flow smoothly and
freely, you must consume
water to replenish and get
a little boost of energy. If
you do not drink enough
water, you can become
dehydrated, and in return,
you can easily lose energy
and when you lose energy,
everything else In the
course of a day will go bad
too. In the course of the
day, we lose so much
water through perspiration,
urination, etc. As you can
see, it?s important to drink
your water since an
ice-cold cup of water can
really enhance your mood
any day!
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5. Speak Posit ive
Affirmat ions
W hat you speak is what
you seek. Meaning what
you say is powerful and it
will come your way. Make
sure that you are speaking
good things over your life.
One negative thought can
affect your entire mood,
and easily turn into tons of
stress. We don?t want that.
We want to remain
positive. Here?s what you
can do to remain positive:

each time that you go to
wash your hands, as we
must continue to stay
germ-free from the
coronavirus, in the mirror,
recite positive thoughts
about yourself. For
example, I am smart, I am
beautiful, I will get
everything that I deserve, I
am extraordinary, I am kind.
I am loved. You are! So be
sure to remind yourself of
these positive thoughts
every day!

About Keisha Mitchell
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Keisha Mitchell is an inspirational author, writer, poet, and creator. She
self-published her first book titled, Do Black Lives Really Matter? at the
age of 20. Keisha chooses her words wisely as she believes that her
greatest power comes out through the use of words. Her favorite line to
use, ?W hat you speak is what you seek.?As a registered nursing student,
Keisha is dedicated to use her voice to advocate for improving health
and wellness within the minority community.

Vir tual Lear ning
Oppor tunities
The new reality of staying
home is one that has
disrupted the norm of
learning. However, this has
not stopped our youth to
find ways to enrich their
learning and self-educate.
Self-education is
important because it
allows you to reach and

surpass dreams and
limitations. Developing
plans and describing your
vision is a great way to
start your curriculum. W ith
the continued quarantine,
don?t limit your education.
Instead, enhance them
with the following videos.
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TED-Ed: Lessons Wort h
Sharing: TED-Ed creates
lessons worth sharing
through greatly curated
educational videos. On
their website (ed.ted.com),
you will find videos and
discussions organized by
subject. The wide range of
subjects go from arts or
mathematics, to business
or psychology. The videos,
made by educators and
animators, can also be
found directly in their
YouTube channel called
TED-ED. W ith 12.1 million
subscribers, TED-ED posts
at least one video per day,
each gathering thousands
of views.
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Nat ional Geographic |
Science, Explorat ion, and
Advent ure: National
Geographic?s YouTube
channel is used to inspire
viewers to appreciate our
planet Earth. W ith millions
of views, the very active
channel posts daily with a
designated topic per day.
Monday is about nature,
Tuesday?s post is about the
environment, and
Wednesday about
exploration. Check out the
rest of the schedule on
their channel!

SmarterEveryDay:
SmarterEveryDay is a
verified YouTube channel
that uses everyday science
to explore the world. The
channel posts about once
a week. The videos range
from topics anywhere from
nuclear submarines to
fascinating sea turtles. The
thought-provoking videos
rack up millions of views in
just weeks.

CrashCourse: Educat ion
Videos: Crash Course
produces free educational
video lessons on YouTube.
Courses such as physics,
philosophy, biology,
economics, history, and
film are taught by certified
individuals. Weekly videos
are shared with over 32
ever-growing courses and
subjects. Pending courses
organic chemistry and
European history are
coming soon as newly
released courses study
hall composition and study
hall algebra are now live.
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Lear n abou t Fost er Car e
About Rebeca Garcia

Dr. John DeGarmo:
YouTube channel ran by Dr.
John DeGarmo, offers a
series of tips for foster care.
The foster care 101 channel
helps foster parents,
children advocates, and
social workers navigate
through the topic. The
videos take you through
the process of the foster
care system with leading
experts and weekly tips.
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AASK Arizona: Aid to
Adoption of Special Kids
(AASK), based in Phoenix,
Arizona, spotlights foster
children and parents in
their successful YouTube
channel. AASK shares to
ensure children have the
proper care they deserve.
Services located in their
site aask-az.org, include
adoption, foster care,
mentoring, parent training,
and education.

Communit y Care
Resources | W isconsin
Foster Care: Community
Rebeca Garcia is a Mexican
Care Resources provides
American writer. She is a dog
mom to Nala and Chewy
information on becoming
and is currently obsessing
a foster parent in
over James Patterson?s
W isconsin and promoting
thriller series. In her free
a healthy, safe home for
time, she writes in her blog,
Crossing Borders. As a social
children. Videos via
justice advocate, she voices
YouTube include personal
testimonials aiming to
testimonials of current
spread racial and cultural
foster parents and ways to
awareness
support foster youth. For
even more information,
visit their website at
communitycareresources.com
or call (800)799-0450.
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Healing Through Hip Hop
Originally from Chicago,
Illinois, Gabriel Gutierrez is
an adult adoptee making an
incredible difference in the
lives of transition-age youth
in Los Angeles. He uses his
unique experience and gifts
specializing in hip hop
dance to create a
curriculum that highlights
foster youth resilience. This
endeavor comes naturally
with his 7 years of
professional experience
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teaching students and
adults. Through hip hop
culture, Gabriel has led pilot
programs as well as
provided funding, sound
design, production,
partnership outreach, and
even offers his talents as an
MC during community unity
festivals. Currently Gabriel
can be found providing hip
hop arts programming
through Mo' Fundamentals
(MoABC, Memoirs of a Broke
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Chicano), creating music
with his main collaborator
FlowNMotion, or directing
and producing his next
GentlerVacation series that
shares narratives of Los
Angeles artists impacted
by gentrification. Working
within and outside of the
child-welfare system,
Gabriel also uses his
artistry to provide access
to low-stakes trauma
healing through hip hop
dance for foster youth,
system impacted youth,
and first generation
students pursuing a higher
education
The Mo?Fundamentals
(MoABC) program brings
art access directly to
former foster youth and
adult adoptees across
various industries. Since
2013, Mo ABCs has
contracted with
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organizations on a
spectrum between arts,
education, child welfare
organizations, and social
entrepreneurships across
Southern California. As an
adult adoptee who has
developed a sense of
trauma healing through
self-expression, Gabriel
uses MoABC to create
narratives of foster youth
resiliency through
Photography,
Improvisational Dance, and
Educational workshops.
The summation of the
project as of the 2019-20
academic year is as
follows: MoABC has
delivered over 1,285 digital
senior portraits for dropout
recovery youth, hosted
over 205 dance workshops,
38 educational workshops
in the greater Los Angeles
area, and collaborated with
over 16 arts, educational,
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and non-profit
organizations from
Torrance to El Monte.
Success is defined as
achieving a goal despite
the varying opinions or
advice you receive, even if
it?s completely different
than the path others have
taken. W hen MoABCs was
in the formative stages,
there was a question of
whether working directly
with social services or
independently would be
best. Now, 7 years later,
the success of Mo?
Fundamentals mirrors that
of being in foster care:
having adaptability to
continue with a strong foot
forward. Understanding
there was both a lack of
dance programming and a
lack of financial safety net
for foster youth in Los
Angeles like himself,
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Gabriel began to question
how this gap would be
filled. Throughout the
years, MoABC began to fill
the gap in arts access by
speaking with former
foster youth and adult
adoptees at all levels of
education. MoABC began
building a foster care to
arts career pipeline, which
focused on foster youth
resiliency instead of the
trauma that is always
researched and
represented in media,
academia, and
stereotypes. Mo?
Fundamentals has been
recognized as a leader and
change agent in his
community when he was
nominated for an
ACTIVATE Arts Advocacy
Fellowship to represent
Los Angeles City District 1
for his work with foster
youth.

Competitive Spor ts
Are Good For Children
Many researchers argue
that competitive sports are
pressurizing and provide a
dangerous environment for
a child to be in, but I feel
that competitive sports
should be played by
children because it pushes
them to be great on and off
the field. I have played
competitive gymnastics,
dance, and now volleyball. I

have realized not only that I
have become stronger
physically, but I have
become stronger mentally.
Competitive sports has
taught me and teaches
other children how to
persevere and become
determined, which are skills
that can be taken into
different parts of their lives.
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Competitive sports are
extremely important to
children because it allows
them to be active and be
immersed in something
bigger than themselves. It
allows for children and
young adults to feel a part
of a community and
connect with others. They
are also important because
they teach children how to
grow into themselves and
be more confident in who
they are and what they can
do. Competitive sports
teach children important
life skills that could be
taken on and off the court.
Children may learn time
management, have a
sense of focus and
concentration, hande and
do well under pressure,
learn how to take
calculated risks, and have
responsibility for success
or failure. Competitive
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athletes are consistently
involved in situations
where they are challenged.
This not only occurs on the
competitive field of play,
but in the practice gym as
well. W hen a child wins a
game with their team, they
feel accomplished and
recognized. Even when
they don't win, they can
learn a valuable lesson:
you can't win every time. It
is important for a child to
be confident, to be sure
that they are good at
something, and to play on
and off the court with their
head held high. All of the
skills learned through
competitive sports are
important because it
teaches us how to live, act,
and handle the real world.
Children may not use
these skills right away,
however, they will

appreciate competitive
sport skills when they
mature and grow.
Many argue that
competitive sports puts too
much pressure on children,
causes too many injuries,
and is too expensive,
however, as stated before,
taking risks is important.
Parents sacrificing for
competitive sports has a
positive impact on children.

It shows your child that you
support them and what they
want to accomplish.
Competitive sports have
become a big part of my life
and have taught me to
always fight for what I want.
This is what competitive
sports can do for all other
kids: teach them to fight
until they win in the world,
not just on the court.

About Lenna
Lenna is a young writer living in a crowded city. Though she is a part of
society's youth, she writes to show others what is important to the future
generations and what our future world will look like. Lenna values
education and strives to inform others on important topics relatable to the
youthful audience. She does not shy from argumentative pieces and hopes
audiences open their minds to different view points from her writing.
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Say it loud,
"I survived COVID-19!!!"
My future is bright and I am looking forward
to making a difference in this new world

.

Welcome to Self-Care Bingo. This is not your ordinary
bingo because every checkmark ? is a point towards
a healthier you! Each bingo round will require you to
choose three spots in order to win self-awareness and
appreciation. Checkmark ? the entire chart and you
are a visionary! The more you consider, the more you
are prioritizing yourself and your needs. Listen to your
body and self-care.

Guidelines to st ay safe
1. Wash your hands.
2. Social dist ancing.
3. Wear a face mask.
We're in t his toget her!

About Rebeca Garcia

Rebeca Garcia is a Mexican American writer. She is a dog mom to Nala
and Chewy and is currently obsessing over James Patterson?s thriller
series. In her free time, she writes in her blog, Crossing Borders. As a
social justice advocate, she voices testimonials aiming to spread racial
and cultural awareness
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(70 2) 834 - 8188

736 5 W . Sah ar a Av e
L as Vegas, N V 89 117

Jamaican
Cuisine

Paradise
Place

You t h
Spot ligh t

Tayvian Gass is a young minister t hat is pursuing a
career in law, as well as pastorship. Tayvian became a
licensed minister at t he age of 17, and has been
expanding his ministering. His minist ry spreads t he
gospel across all generat ions, as well as bridges t he
gaps bet ween races, cult ures, and social backgrounds.
Tayvian is a 6?6, 305 lbs foot ball st andout offensive line.
His excellence is seen on t he field and in t he classroom
w here he t ackles his majors in psychology and religion
w hile on a pre-law t rack, preparing to become a dist rict
at torney. Since t he pandemic?s halt to life, Tayvian is
steadily evolving and expanding his minist ry w it h a
plat form on Facebook: Sunday Night Live. The plat form
is an out let w here every generat ion can be t aught t he
gospel and of topics t hereof, in a fresh and new w ay.
We w ish you Godspeed Tayvian
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From Foster Care to Fame

Jimmy Graham

"I Support Youth"

I Su
p p or t
Cam paign
Yo u t h

American football tight end for
National Football League (NFL)

Call to act ion to support yout h!
Order your "I Support Youth" T-shirts today!
This is a Yout h New s fundraiser

Ray Liot t a
American actor and producer

Yout h New s provides job t raining to teenagers-young
adult s. These young people "earn as t hey learn". Every
dollar you spend or save w it h Black Card Gift s goes to
support ing yout h in t raining.
Wear your "I Support Yout h" T-Shirt proudly and say to
anyone w ho asks;

17

"Yes, I Support Yout h and you can too!"
T-shirt sizes: (S- to 5x) email us at :
admin@w halers-creat ion.us
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More info call: (702) 235-5490
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Mon-Sat : 5:30 pm-8:30 pm (PST)
KFAM Yout h Radio
Story Time
w w w.w halers-creat ion.us
W hen it's time to say goodnight to your little ones, turn on:
KFAM Youth Radio
(www.whalers-creation.us)
and let our storytellers read a bedtime story to your loved ones.

Discover Show s, Tick ets &
Schedul e at

cirquedusoleil.com
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"Ask Lillie"
Dear Lillie,
My family and I booked our annual family vacation a year ago to
Europe. A year later my husband and I decided to go our separate
ways. I caught him cheating with my best friend. This lady is my
children's Godmother and my kids love her so much. My heart is
broken. My kids really want to go but I have not shared any of this
information with them. How do I tell my kids about all of this?

Dear Lillie,
I am an 18-year-old male. Some say I am a good looking guy. I
am deeply in love with my next door neighbor, who is also 18 and
planning on going to the same college as me. Every time I see
her, I just want to run up to her and say, ?Hi there, I love you so
much?. So, please tell me the best way to let her know I love her?

Thank you,
Heartbroken.

Thank you,
College Bound

Dear Heartbroken,

Dear College Bound,

Breath. Breath. Breath. This is a lot to deal with. I would be very
careful about this conversation with your kids. I don't know their
ages but you and your husband should sit together to have this
conversation about the separation. Let them know the separation
will change previous plans. I would just tell them that Mom and
Dad have decided to live in separate homes because the two of
you are working on some things. W hether this lady remains as
your children?s Godmother is up to you. I would suggest not
bringing her into this conversation. This sounds like a very
troubling time for you and your family. Please just breath and take
some time for yourself regardless if you guys stay together or go
your separate ways indefinitely.

Walk up to her and ask if she wants to go on a date with you. Start
there. If you two hit it off, that may answer all of your questions.

Good Luck,
Lillie

Hope this helps,
Lillie
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The views and opinions expressed in "Ask Lillie" are those of Lillie, a mother of five children, 12 grandchildren and 15 great-grand
children does not necessarily reflect the position, policy or agreement with Youth New, a FAM Cares magazine.
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From your house to

t he W hite House

M en t or s ar e n eeded!
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adm in @w h aler s-cr eat ion .u s
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Messages from the Founder
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Youth New s - Bl ack Car d Gifts

Youth News - Black
Youth
News
Car
d Gifts

WE MAKE YOUTH FEEL LIKE STARS!
Created by: FAMILY Arts @ W HALER's Creation
Black Card Gifts provides
amazing deals to people with an
appetite for leisure and luxury.
Not only does this card offer you
the best in fine dining and
shopping, but it's also an
awesome way to give and receive
at the same time. We call our
business advertisers CARES:
Community retailers, Art,
Restaurants, Entertainment, &
Service providers
Local and national CARES
support the work of Youth News
by offering you special gifts just
for shopping with them. You save
and give at the same time by
using your Black Card Gift s.

Present your card to receive
special offers like 2-for-1, free
gifts, and special discounts.
Youth News magazine features
interviews, community events,
restaurant and movie reviews,
parenting advise, and sports
news.
Each issue contains the work of
foster/ adopted and mentored
youth striving to make a
difference in their communities.
Use your card today. It's the card
that supports youth every time
you use it.
Fost er ! Adopt ! M en t or !

Black Cards Gifts allows you to give and save with each use.
FAM ILY Ar t s @ WHALER's Cr eat ion
w w w.w h aler s-cr eat ion .u s

GIFTS

0000 1133 0060 2019
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Use this card with
our Advertisers

"I Support Youth"
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w w w .w h al er s- cr eat i o n .u s
Pop, Hip Hop, Inter national and R&B
Business Talk 8:00am-10am PST
Story Time 5:30pm-8:30pm PST
Classical Music 9:00pm-11:00pm PST
Inspirational Sundays

Host Your Show
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KFAM Youth Radio
"Thestationf or all ears"
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